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Developing and maintaining a successful business is no easy task.  To a large extent, it is your staff; their 
professionalism, demeanor, customer service, and follow through that help you achieve your goals for 
customer service and business growth.  Many business owners find themselves monitoring and managing a 
myriad of assigned responsibilities in their business and would prefer their staff take care of these things 
independently.  In order to support leadership and responsibility, it’s important that we understand what 
motivates our team members, and how to create an environment that empowers them. 
 
Highly successful teams employ a proactive approach to ensure that the people they hire define leadership 
and responsibility in the same context as the current team members.  Business management systems such 
as task distribution, performance evaluations, and bonus programs are being developed with a focus on 
responsiveness to the specific needs of employees.  These systems can both foster high levels of personal 
involvement, as well as promote retention of hard-to-find, qualified people. 
 
A key opportunity to strengthen our work teams involves learning more about intergenerational conflict and 
cooperation.  The business owner, managers, and team members sometimes represent individuals from two 
or three very different generational backgrounds.  As employers, we have become accustomed to the 
techniques of managing the Gen X’ers and the Gen Y’s .  Each generation has their own set of unique needs 
that affect the communication, synergy, and productivity of the team.  Research projections released in 
January, 2006, noted of all the job offers extended in the U.S. this year, 25% will be made to people in the 
“Gen Y” group.  With more than 80 million members, this segment is expected to have as significant an 
impact on the workplace as the Baby Boomers of the 1950’s. 
 
Who is this Gen Y person, and what do we need to learn about this group in order to be effective team 
leaders?  They are often optimistic yet skeptical, egocentric, and community focused, smart, and 
technologically savvy.  This generation grew up with Email rather than U.S. mail – they are very much “in the 
know and in the now”!  Gen Y people want to be team players, but they also want to be MVP’s. 
 
Ways to work more effectively with Gen Y people: 

 Explain how their work contributes to the success of the practice 

 Encourage their input in the decision-making process 

 Consider new benefits and compensation strategies 
 
Two leading authors on the generations wrote “Over the next decade … (they) will entirely recast the image 
of youth from the downbeat to upbeat and engaged – with potentially seismic consequences for America”.  
These people have a highly developed sense of competitiveness – the pressure has always been there for 
them to aim higher, do better, and achieve more.  This attitude leads to the need for Gen Y to be provided 
with constant feedback on their performance, lofty goals, and the expectation of significant rewards. 
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The best way to truly understand what any of our team members need on the job is to ask them directly.  
We sometimes avoid asking out of fear that requests may not be realistic and, therefore, that our response 
may result in disappointment or dissatisfaction.  The value of understanding how to motivate and reward 
individuals on our dental team warrants taking such a risk.  If the rewards we offer are not ultimately 
perceived as being of high value, we have the option to re-evaluate and redistribute resources such that new 
rewards may be introduced.  
 
The bottom line when it comes to team members demonstrating personal responsibility in a business is 
relationship.  Studies have shown that workers rarely leave a “job”.  When they leave, it’s because of 
relationship issues with their primary coworkers or the boss.  This reality presents enormous opportunity for 
us to rise above any generational dissimilarity.  Our greatest advantage is the commonality we share with 
our team members in our love for the profession.  When we base our business and our human resources 
goals on service and quality, we operate from shared values, these can become a foundation for creative 
solutions that empower our staff to reach extremely high levels of achievement. 
 

 
### 
 
If you would like additional information on this fascinating subject, please visit my website at 
www.SusanBock.com 
 
Or call me 
714-847-1566  
 
Or send me an email 
Susan@SusanBock.com 
 
A special thank you to my editor who consistently provides me with encouragement, inspiration, and 
opportunity to laugh at myself. 
 
Susan Bock 
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